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Student exhibitions and performances in Montgomery Gym on July 17th and 18th 2014 
mark the close of our twenty-fifth Creating Landscapes summer season.  As you are all 
leaving the Allegheny College Campus our Landscapes staff is thinking about how to 
inspire another summer of serious play with the ‘best ever’ theme. 

The ‘new’ theme is just our first challenge.  As it turns out, our themes take on a life of 
their own, as do the possibilities and potentialities they generate.  We strive for clarity 
and quality: clarity of intention and quality in experience and outcomes.

Our original quest (in 1990), to re-claim the innate songs, dances, and stories of 
childhood, has resulted in ways of learning and teaching that make us different.  Our 
commitment to quality, simplicity, originality, integrity, justice and fun is much more 
about process than product.  And we now understand that how we teach is every bit as 
important as what we teach-- because we are concerned about outcomes that inform 
ways of being and habits of mind.

When we gather to reflect on our process, the large question is: are we able to generate 
productive learning communities populated by aesthetically alive, flourishing, and 
considerate participants?  And, as we contemplate summer 2015 we wonder: What 
theme would best address our quest? 

If you have an idea, please send it along to any faculty or staff member.
When we know, you’ll know…if you visit us from time to time at:  

http://www.creatinglandscapes.org/summer 

Just for the record, our themes to date have included: rhythm; patterns; making 
connections; balance; time; tension; bugs; opposites; imagine; circles; mystery; tapestry; 
energy; sounds and shapes; blues; darkness/light/shadow.

Meanwhile, so many many thanks for Summer ’14!

Jan Hyatt

PS: Like Maxine Greene (1917-2014) whose 1977 text Landscapes of Learning 
continues to inspire our work, we believe that creative thinking and robust imagining are 
the keys not just to an individual’s lifelong learning but to the flourishing of a democratic 
society. 

The Question is...
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Reflection Song

Em        A7
See reflections in a mirror
D           B7
Diamond shines on a wall
Em  A7
Reflections off a puddle
D  B7
Double images so tall

Em      A7
But look there’s something different
D            B7
When I gaze upon the ground
Em        A7
The images I see
             G  F#  E    D
They’re all upside down

Our Theme Song
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Co-Motion!
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Mystery Words
Each day players and novices were given a language 
arts challenge.  Points were awarded to the winning 
teams, with special bonuses awarded for exceptional 
performances of the answers.

The Yellow Group won week one, with the Novices 
finishing second.

The Yellow Group also won week two, with the Novices 
again finishing second.

WEEK ONE
DAY 1
Brainstorm a word to describe your group’s experience 
today.  At share, your group must present the word and 
explain why you picked that word for your group.  You 
will receive one point per letter in your word.

Novice  moving
Red  educational
Blue  inspirational
Yellow  extravaganza

DAY 2
Mirror words are words that when spelled backwards 
make a new word.  For example, GUM and MUG.

Write down as many mirror words as you can today on 
the back of this paper.  Turn in the paper to Evan before 
share.  (First place gets five points, second gets four, 
etc.)

Red  dog/god, no/on, tool/loot, tub/but, 
  ten/net, bat/tab, pat/tap

Blue  on/no, saw/was, leg/gel, won/now, 
  stop/puts, ten/net, top/pot, rat/tar,
  god/dog, pool/loop, bag/gab, 
  mood/doom, mad/dam, dab/bad, 
  spam/maps, trot/tort, pin/nip,
  pit/tip, tin/nit, tan/nat, pat/tap, 
  bat/tab, lap/pal, tug/gut, bur/rub

Yellow  on/no, dog/god, live/evil, bad/dab,
  blub/bulb, pat/tap, mad/dam, rat/tar,
  net/ten, pit/tip, nap/pan, not/ton,
  tram/mart, gip/pig, ban/nab, don/nod
  part/trap, rap/par, pin/nip

DAY 3
Alliteration is the repetition of consonant sounds at the 
beginning of connecting words.  For example, “Peter 
Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers.  A peck of 
picked peppers Peter Piper picked…”

Write one sentence describing your group using as 
many alliterative words as possible.  The team with the 
most alliterative words wins!

Novice
Nine nice neat new novices now know we need our 
neck, our knees, our nifty noggin, but not necessarily our 
nose to nibble on nature’s nutritious nuts.

Red
Gorgeous giggly gifted girls in a group generously give 
great glorious gifts.

Blue
Betsy baked blueberry banana pie with blue band-aids 
on both hands.

Yellow
Finding friends eating french fries feels fantastic like fun 
Friday or finding five funny falcons feeding fat frogs with 
funky fruit.

DAY 4
Write down the initials of each member of your group (for 
example, my initials are ETA). Using only those letters, 
brainstorm as many words as you can. You can only use 
each letter once!

Novice  giggled, gag, wedge, quack, flocks, 
  x-ray, shapes, stares

Red  slap, hands, gills, silly, drape, wig

Yellow  wash, glasses, barks, blanks, sadly, 
  part, jam

WEEK TWO

DAY 1
Write a 26-word paragraph that uses words beginning 
with each letter of the alphabet in order.  For example 
(Aunt Beatrice couldn’t drive East for…)

• Your paragraph should make sense.
• You can use multiple sentences.
• If you use all 26 letters in order, your group  
 will earn five points.

Novices
Apples bit cats during every fire.  Goats have igloos and 
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Continued...

jumping kangaroos.  Lions make noises on the prairie.  
“Quack!” Rabbits sing with turtles using violins with Xio!  
Yay!  Zoo!

Red
Arctic bears catch dangerous extraordinary fish, then go 
home to an igloo. Joyful kids laugh at multiple narwhals. 
Often, people are quietly running straight to the unknown 
village, with excellent yellow zucchini.  

Blue
A bouncy cat dropped his energetic fish.  Going home 
in Jamaica.  Kangaroos learn mathematics, not only 
physics.  Quails run south to unknown venues.  What an 
x-ray we saw for yak and zebra.

Yellow
Abraham’s beard contains dirty eggs from geese.  He 
is just kidding like Mr. Nixon.  Other presidents quit 
recycling the stinky trash until villains will exit your zoo.

DAY 2
Antonyms are words that have opposite meanings 
(black/white, up/down, etc.)  In your groups, brainstorm 
creative (complex) antonym word sets.

Novices left / right, boy / girl, out / in

Red  same / different, girls / boys, red / green

Blue  nocturnal / diurnal, amphibians / 
  mammals, antonyms / synonyms

Yellow  extravagant / dull, apathetic /
  enthusiastic, complexity / simplicity

DAY 3
Create your own multi-syllable word by borrowing parts 
from other real words.  You must also write a definition 
of your created word and write a sample sentence using 
your new word in context.  Be prepared to share your 
word, definition and sentence.

Novices:
Elextionvanousia - a valuable rainbow jewel, shaped like 
a heart that can turn into a rainbow anything
“The novices went exploring for an elextionvanousia on 
the first day of Creating Landscapes.”

Red

Gaberjobatopsydoodleday - funny, happy, joking, chatty 
and playful
“Lizzy is gaberjobatopsydoodleday.”

Blue
Figyosilyahfudgermudbowabgerfrazz - to be too happy
“The doctor just diagnosed someone with 
figyosilyahfudgermudbowabgerfrazz.”

Yellow
Decowrogradirt - 1. a large bird of prey; it is made up 
mostly of feathers and bones; 2. another way of calling 
someone a “dirty bird,”; 3. a type of sickness in which 
a person grows feathers like a bird, begins to moo, 
and smells like a dirty cow; 4. a delicacy served in 
Argentinian restaurants, made up of beef, grass, and 
dirt; it can be served with worm sauce

1. “Look at that bloody decowrogradirt in the air!”
2. “You are acting like a bloody decowrogradirt!”
3. “Oh, you poor soul!  You have been diagnosed with a 
serious case of decowrogradirt!
4. May I please order a large portion of decowrogradirt?  
I would like the worm sauce on the side please.

DAY 4
How many different words can you create using the 
letters in “CREATING LANDSCAPES”?  You don’t have to 
use ALL the letters for each word.  Your words must be 
more than two letters long.

Novices 150 words
Red  103 words
Blue  20 words (in 2:04)
Yellow   150 words

Amazingly, there was a tie between the yellow and 
novice groups with 150 words each.  Coincidentally, the 
Roman numeral for 150 is “CL”.

 

Photo by Joyce Klasen

Mystery Words
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Pre-K
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Thanks to our Helpers:
Maja Heuchert

Lynnea Lombardi
Michael Horton

And our Interns:
Lucy Crozier
Corey Weary
Cory Razevich
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Weston

Leah

Emmett

Orange 
Group
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Lexa

Jacob
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Green 
Group
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Laila

Jack

Aubrianna
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Yellow 
Group
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Lillian

San
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Aiden
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Novices
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Green Group
Andi Chiodo
Ella Sheaffer

Georgia Boyd
Hailey McCoy
Julius Kosco

Kennedy Dawson
Lucie Parrish 

Quyn Shellenberger
Rylan Garrison

Xio Walton-Garcia

Andi

Ella Georgia

“Bolt”

“Happy”

“Squiggly”
I feel happy excited 
great super creative 
spectacular and colorful 
joy overjoyed.

“Split-Splat”

“Rainbow”

“Cat” 
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“Light”

Hailey

Julius

Kennedy

Lucie

“I Love My Family”

“Colors”

“Loving Things”
Doing things with my 
dad.  Doing things with 
my mom.

“Reflections”

“Heart Attack”

“Graveyard”

“Blob”

“Party”
I feel very in love today.  
That’s me in all pink.  I 
have really curly hair, so 
I don’t know why I did 
that.
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Quyn Rylan

Xio

“Heart Love”

“Light”

“Heart”

“Light Hitting Mirror”

“The Grey Page”

“The Tye Dye Picture” 

I feel happy because I 
like to have lunch with 
Andy.
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Orange Group
Annika Mears

Christian Fettig 
Eli Ramsey

Gwendolyn Guthrie
Lincoln Hines 
Meg Soucie

Octavia Kosco
Tate Walker
Tiernan Zinz

Annika

“Annika’s Cats”

“Annika’s Heart”

Bounce
Song by Novice Group

Bounce, bounce, bounce 
Rain bounces off the ground 
Bounce, bounce, bounce 
Light bouncing off a mirror 
Bounce, bounce, bounce
Particles of light 
Bounce, bounce, bounce
Reflections everywhere 

Sun reflects off water
There's pictures all around
When the sun goes down 
Makes shadows in the ground

Bounce, bounce, bounce 
Rain bounces off the ground 
Bounce, bounce, bounce 
Light bouncing off a mirror 
Bounce, bounce, bounce
Particles of light 
Bounce, bounce, bounce
Reflections everywhere

Puddles can be shiny 
I see myself in there 
Also in the river 
And sometimes in the air

Bounce, bounce, bounce 
Rain bounces off the ground 
Bounce, bounce, bounce 
Light bouncing off a mirror 
Bounce, bounce, bounce
Particles of light 
Bounce, bounce, bounce
Reflections everywhere

Painting by Ella
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Gwendolyn

Meg

Lincoln

“Stars”

“Rainbow”

“Untitled”

“My Best Day”
I am so so so so happy.

“Reflecting on a Friend”
Lincoln
He has brown eyes
He has brown hair
He is nice

“Meg’s Rainbow”

Christian

“Zebra”
I miss my mom and 
my brother and my 
dad.  But my broth-
er is nosey.

“My Colors”
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Octavia

Tate Tiernan

“Happy Days”
I feel happy and clever 
and helpful and neat.

“The Playground”

“Tate’s Happy”
I’m happy because I’m 
with all my friends.

“Tate’s Colors”

“Turtle”

“Heart”

Eli

“The Color Cycle”

“The Color Heart”
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Food for Thought
Some snacks that we enjoyed during our three 
weeks of Creating Landscapes Summer Camp in-
cluded:
• Pretzels
• Veggie Chips & Veggie Straws
• Graham Crackers
• Orange Slices
• Black Bean Brownies (recipe to follow)
• Deceptively Delicious Chocolate Chip Cookies (recipe 
to follow)

Additional Healthy Snack Ideas:
• Fresh Fruit – either plain or with peanut butter (e.g. 
bananas, apples, etc.)
• Fresh Vegetables and Dip/Hummus
• Goldfish Crackers
• Granola Bars
• Cheese and Whole Grain Crackers 
• Rice Cakes
• String Cheese
• Yogurt
• WhoKnew (similar to Oreos, but a healthier alternative; 
available at Valesky’s)
• Kale Chips (recipe to follow)
• Trail Mix

Black Bean Brownies
Recipe courtesy of Melissa d’Arabian, Food Network

Total Time: 50 min; Prep Time: 15 min; Inactive Time: 15 min; Cook Time: 20 min; Yield: 12 brownies
INGREDIENTS
• Butter, for greasing pan
• 3/4 cup cooked black beans
• 1/2 cup vegetable or olive oil
• 2 eggs
• 1/4 cup unsweetened cocoa powder
• 2/3 cup sugar
• 1 teaspoon vanilla extract
• 1/2 cup mini chocolate chips, divided
• 1/3 cup flour
• 1/2 teaspoon baking powder
• 1/2 teaspoon salt
• 1/4 cup confectioners’ sugar, for dusting

DIRECTIONS
• Preheat the oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit. 
• Grease a 9x9-inch square baking pan.
• In a blender, puree the beans with the oil. 
• Add the eggs, cocoa, sugar, and vanilla. 
• Melt half the chocolate chips and add to the blender.
• Blend on medium-high until smooth. 
• In a small bowl, whisk together the flour, baking 
powder, and salt. Add to the blender and pulse until just 
incorporated. 
• Stir in the remaining chocolate chips. 
• Pour into the prepared pan.
• Bake until the surface looks somewhat matte around the 
edges and still a bit shiny in the middle, about 20 minutes.
• Let cool at least 15 minutes before cutting and removing 
from the pan. Dust with confectioners’ sugar and serve.

Deceptively Delicious Chocolate Chip Cookies
Recipe courtesy of Jessica Seinfeld, Deceptively Delicious Cookbook 

Total Time: 21 minutes; Prep Time: 10 minutes; Cook Time: 11 minutes; Yields: 24 cookies
INGREDIENTS
• 1 cup brown sugar
• ¾ cup butter
• 2 eggs whites
• 2 teaspoons vanilla extract
• 1 (15 ounce) can chickpeas (a.k.a. garbanzo beans), 
drained and rinsed
• 2 cups chocolate chips
• 2 cups flour
• ½ cup old fashioned oats
• 1 teaspoon baking soda
• ¼ teaspoon salt

DIRECTIONS
• Preheat oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit. Coat a cookie 
sheet with baking spray.
• Beat sugar and butter until smooth. 
• Beat in egg whites and vanilla, and then add chickpeas 
and chocolate chips.
• Add flour, oats, baking soda, and salt. 
• Drop by tablespoonful onto baking sheet.
• Bake 11 to 13 minutes, until golden brown. 
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Players
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Rhythm & Dance

Red Group Dance Blue Group Dance

Yellow Group Dance

Rhythm and dance pieces 
begin with an idea and quickly 
grow from there.  

The kids determine the type 
of dance they want to create 
and Betsy and John facilitate 
the creation of the final pieces 
you see on the night of the final 
performance.

To the left are scans of the 
process the rhythm and dance 
pieces went through this year.
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Red Group
Red Song
by Red Group

Group of girls
Like to laugh
Hanging out, hula hooping

Dance all day
Bouncing balls
Singing silly songs

Giggling girls
Playing puppies
Hip hopping happily

Talented, terrific
Lovely ladies
Large amounts of laughter.

Funny friends
That rock n’ roll
Playing on pianos

Making music
Dance delight
Each and every day

Shining sun
Buzzing bees
Beautiful birds in the trees

Fresh flowers
Green grass
Dance around with lots of class

Aubrey Garrison
Audrey Sippel

Frankie Jonocha
Isabella Linz

Isobel Yasenchack
Jessica Pineo
Layla Horton
Lizzy Hyatt

Sophia Shaw
Wynn Harward

Intern: Rachel Wallace
Apprentices: Maud Bulman, 

Autumn Peterson

“If you’re not crazy, then 
you’re not cool.”

- Red Group
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MY FEELING

My old cat did something bad and he had to go in the barn.  
I cried for two days.  Someone opened the barn door and 
he got out.  I was NOT happy.  

Then another cat found us and I was happy.  But I still 
think of my old cat.

    - Frankie Janocha

RefLections Shared...

When my dad came home with Apollo (my dog), I got really 
happy.  She was so CUTE!
To be continued ….

     - Jessica Pineo

MY DOG DIED

My dog did do it.  He died.  I am still sad about it but I 
have moved on (but still sad).  I got a new puppy named 
Henry (he’s very annoying).  I still love him…he’s so cute 
even though he’s bad.  My old dog was 14!!!!!!!!  He was 
cute cute cute.  I loved him but I can’t see him anymore.

    - Wynn D. Harward

When I got my dog Ginger, she liked me.  She was cute!  Now 
she is VERY big – almost as big as me!  She eats A LOT!  

The end.
    - Sophia Shaw

L
E
A
V
I
N
G

My brother is leaving in three months.  I want to 
spend time with him.  I am going to miss him but 
he is going to be happy.  I love him and that is 
all what matters.  He is a good brother and I am 
happy for him.

    - Isabella Linz

When I Got My Dogs

I went on a walk with my dogs.  They gave me exercise 
and when we got home they snuggled with me.  I like 
that.

- Lizzy Hyatt Drawing by Lizzy Hyatt

When I was 7, I had a bunny named Bugs the Bunny.  He moved 
and he flipped over and I thought he died but he did not.  But 
then he really did die.  He was so old.  I was so sad.

  - Layla Horton

When I was 1, I had a family cat and when I got older she 
got skinnier so we fed her more but it did not help at all.  
My mom took her to the veterinarian clinic and when she 
came home she said she was going to die soon.  One week 
later she died but I knew she was in good hands.

- Isbel Yasenchack

Drawing by Audrey Sippel

C
anvas by Aubrey
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Black & White Paintings

by Aubreyby Isobel

by Bella

by Layla

by Jessica

by Audrey

by Sophie by Autumnby Lizzy

by Wynn
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Spoken Piece
by Red Group

Is a mirror the same as mirroring?
No, in a mirror is yourself.
Mirroring is someone else.

Is a reflection simultaneous?
No, your brain takes time to process.
It happens so fast, it doesn’t really matter.

Do we have reflection in sound?
Yes, the sound bounces off something like an echo.
Echolocation is like sonar.

Echo is a reflection of sound.
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Blue Group

Reflection Song - Blue Verse
Song by Blue Group

Mirrors like a shadow
Reflects off of you
Everyone has a dark side
Silhouettes give a clue

Silhouette’s different from shadows
That’s not very dark
As silhouette is beautiful
Don’t let it break your heart

A silhouette’s different from a shadow
It stays upon the wall
Shadows found where light lives
Don’t let it fall.

Echo is a mirror
Echo is you
Echo copies, yes it’s true
Echoes bounce
off a wall
Fun to hear in my school hall.

Sound reflects as echoes
The easiest way to tell
Echoes bounce off hard things
But also you as well.

Good Morning Sir Isaac Newton
Song by Blue Group

Good morning Sir Isaac Newton
How are you today?
Good morning Sir Isaac Newton
Won’t you come out and play?

I push you around
You don’t make a sound
I give you a force
You stay on the ground

Good morning Sir Isaac Newton
What have you got today?

Oh, Sir Isaac Newton
You were a clever dude.
When I think about you
It puts me in a good mood.

You made three laws despite your flaws
I think that’s safe to say
Oh, Sir Isaac Newton
What have you found today?

Abigale Gee
Augusta Kosco

Franklyn Bowersox
Garret Gerber
Kylie Moore

Maya Bywater
Miki Joshua

Samayah Chambers
Spencer Freysinger

Sydney Piersel
Tamara Horton

Intern: Akeem Bridgeman
Apprentice: James Chambers



RefLections Shared....
TOY TIGER

There were many 
Tigers at the zoo
But in the end
I chose you Katniss
Because you are cute

        - Sydney Piersel

ELLIE

My dog Ellie is soft
Even though she is so small, she acts 
like a guard dog

Here eyes are as dark as chocolate but 
she is as bad as the devil

She cuddles like a teddy bear
I’ll love my dog Ellie forever.

- Tamara Horton

I like my dog
I like Elaina
I like red
I like trucks

 - Garrett Gerber

The Dollar 
– Samiyah Chambers

One day I had a whole dollar.  We went to the store.  I couldn’t spend it that day.  So the 
next day, I came to Creating Landscapes and gave my baby brother my dollar.  When I cam 
home, I asked my mom if my brother spent it.  She said, ‘yes.’  I was like…’REALLY?’  I was 
happy for him but I was also sad because I didn’t have my dollar.  Well…it’s ok.

MY DREAM
 - KYLIE MOORE

Fun
O
O
D

S
College
Intense
E
N
Cooking
Exciting!

In the morning I get
out of bed.  I feel something
weird in my head.  I snuck
downstairs and heard my 
cat is dead

  -Augusta Kosco

An Acrostic Poem About 
Two of My Favorite 
Things

My dad
Unlimited love
So awesome
I love dad
COOL

- Spencer Freysinger

 I went to get my dog at the pet shop.  It is the breed of a toy poodle.  
I took it home and played with it.  Then I fed him.  I kept thinking of what to 
name him but couldn’t think of anything.  Then I thought of his favorite food 
and it was chum.  
 So I named him Chumly.

- Franklin Bowersox

A Haiku about My Dog
 - Abigale Gee

I got a new dog
He is a very light brown
I love him a lot

Writing by Maya

Canvas by Kylie

SELF

- Miki Joshua

Courageous
R
Educated
Artistic
Terrific
Independent
V
Exciting
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by James by Spencer

by Mikiby Kylieby Augusta

by Samayah by Maya by Tamara

by Sydneyby Garretby Abigale

Black & White Paintings
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by Franklyn
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Yellow Group

A New Place
Song by Yellow Group

I’m in a new place
Feeling lost without a trace
I’ve lost all important to me

Life is short
In  a new town
I wish someone else could see.

In a new town, lost
Not able to share my idea
What if one day someone could hear me?

Now that they’re gone
Life’s just a sad song
Everyone’s left me so quietly

In this new place
Many friends now
Filling up this empty space

Life is so short
In a new town
Finally someone can see

Drew Hough
Drew Miller

Jayden Gerhart
Kayla Styborski

Lily Bulman
Logan Frye

Sawyer Yasenchack
Shalynn Shuttleworth

Intern: Andrew Sipple
Apprentice: Korrigan Temple
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Did you ever get the
feeling

Like your honesty is
peeling

Maybe it’s time to tell the 
truth

Instead of hiding under the
roof

- Drew Hough

LIFE & FRIENDS

Life is so short
Spend it making friends
Don’t spend it ignoring possible friends 

- Shalynn Shuttleworth

                    Love is kinda like when your
                 head Over heels or when you can
       feel in your Veins someone special is
                         Entering your life

                                                           - Lily Bulman

RefLections Shared...
LOST 

- Jayden Gerhart
I’m in a new place
Feeling lost without a trace
I’ve lost all important to me
I wish someone else could see
After they were gone
Life was just a sad song

DREW MILLER

I love to sing
I love to act
When I’m at a show
I feel what I would do

When I’m IN a show
I make my character known
Without taking away atten-
tion from the stars

S hining
Magical
I nspiring
L oving
E - saving

A SMILE can do 
so many things to 
someone.  Sometimes 
it can save someone’s 
life.

- Kayla Styborski

Although I do get mad
I love happiness as well
It is much more swell
Rhyming isn’t my best
It’s just a jest

But still I try to impress
And it turns out to be less
I’m happy now
So I say now
I’M NOT WORRIED

- Sawyer Yasenchack

Excellent
Partier
I am mature
COOL

- Logan Frye

Once upon a time my guinea pig died.  I 
was very sad for a very long time until I 
realized that he was in a better place…

I stopped being sad and I got a new 
guinea pig and now I’m very happy!  I 
named her Clementine.

I will always miss my other guinea pig.  
Clementine helped me move one from 
sadness.

- Autumn Peterson 

Canvas by Autumn Peterson
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by Shaylynnby Sawyer

by Kayla by Lily by Logan

by Jaydenby Drew Mby Drew H

Black & White Paintings
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PM Players
French & Afro-Caribbean Culture
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Verse en français

Les mirroirs pourraient se faire d'ésprit,
ils pourraient vous paraître.

Les reflections dans mes pensées,
sont comme de la lumière.

Le soleil nous rechauffe,
même quand refleté.

La musique nous réjouit,
même quand répetée.

Les Chiffres

un - 1
deux - 2
trois - 3
quatre - 4
cinq - 5
six - 6
sept - 7
huit - 8
neuf - 9
dix - 10

onze - 11
douze - 12
treize - 13
quatorze - 14
quinze - 15
seize - 16
dix-sept - 17
dix - huit - 18
dix - neuf - 19
vingt - 20

Les Pays

Algeria
Benin
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cameroon
Cape Verde
Central African Republic
Comoros

Chad
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Republic of the Congo
Côte d’Ivoire
Djibouti
Egypt
Equatorial Guinea
Gabon

Ghana
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Madagascar
Mali
Morocco
Mauritius

Mauritania
Niger
Rwanda
Senegal
Seychelles
Togo
Tunisia

Les Plaisanteries

Bonjour - Hello
au revoir - good bye
Comment vous appelez-vous?   - What is your name?
Je m'appelle _______________    - My name is _________________.
Merci - Thank you.
De rien - It's nothing

Les Couleurs

Rouge - Red
Orange - Orange
Jaune - Yellow
Vert - Green
Bleu - Blue
Pourpre/Violet - Purple/Violet
Blanc - White
Noir - Black
Gris - Gray

Foncé - Dark (color)
Clair - Light (color)

i.e. Bleu foncé - Dark blue; Bleu clair - Light 
blue.
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PM Players
Music & Mathematics
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Over the three weeks, students engaged in hands-
on science and math activities.  Students began this 
program learning about genetics (see pictures).  
Monsters were created by randomly selecting alleles 
for specific traits.   Students had to determine which 
traits were going to appear in their monster creations 
by examining if the alleles were dominant or recessive. 
After everyone created their own monster, they paired 
up their creations with opposite gendered monsters to 
create a monster baby!  By randomly taking one allele 
from each parent for each trait, the students were 
able to create a wonderful reflection of their mother 
and father monster!

Everyone had a great time creating tessellations.  In 
math, a tessellation is when a shape is repeated over 
and over again covering a plane without any gaps or 
overlaps.  The students were also challenged to make 
a creative picture inside the shapes that they created.

Students also explored symmetry through movement.  
With only music and an imaginary line of symmetry, 
the students created beautiful dance pieces of 
symmetry individually, in pairs, and with a whole 
group.
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Picnic
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Apprentices
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The Antidote
 (Work in Progress)

by Apprentices

Cast of Characters
3 campers 
Mittens (Cat) 
Snake 
Rabbit  
Owl  

Scene 1 – Campers Arrive

[Stage left, three campers enter and find a bucket of fish, center 
stage]

Camper 1 – Where should we set up camp?

Camper 2 – Somewhere flat.

Camper 3 – Oh, look!  A bucket!

[Campers look inside bucket.]

Camper 1 – It’s full of fish.

Camper 2 – Who left it?  [Looking around] Hello!  Anyone here?

Cat – [Meow, hiss]

Camper 3 – Awe, what a cute cat. 

Camper 1 - Lets take the fish for dinner.  I know a place where 
we can set up.

[Campers leave stage.]

Cat – Those peasants took my fish!  I’ll get them. 

Scene 2 – Help a rabbit

[Lights down.  Lights up on hurt rabbit.  Campers enter with 
bucket.]

Rabbit – Help!

Campers - What’s wrong?

Rabbit – My paw is stuck in this log.  [Campers help]  Oh, thanks.  
I’ve been stuck there for days.  I need carrots badly.

Camper 3 – It just so happens I have a carrot.  I’m certainly not 
going to eat my vegetables.

[Rabbit eats carrot]

Rabbit – What’s up, Doc?

Camper 2 – What’s that?

Rabbit – Oh, nothing.  Thanks a lot.  Holler if you need help.

Camper 1 – Thanks, but don’t worry.  I know these woods in and 
out.

[Campers exit]

Scene 3 – Snake bite

[Walks on stage right.  Sets up 
camp.  The campers eat the 
fish.]

[Cat enters with snake.  Cat is 
waving to the snake as if under 
a spell.]

Cat – You must find the human’s 
leader and bite him before the 
sun rises and I will grant you 
your freedom.

Camper 1 – Okay fellas.  Since I 
am the leader, I get the biggest 
tent over here [points off stage] 
and you guys take the smaller 
one over there [points in the 
other direction].

[While they eat, snake sneaks into leader’s tent and prepares to 
bite him.]

[Campers get tired, say goodnight and head to their tents.]

[Off stage a scream is heard.]

[Campers 2 and 3 emerge from their tent.]

Camper 2 – What was that?  Are you okay?

Camper 3 – I’m perfectly fine.  Where’s camper 1?

[Camper 1 crawls out.]

Camper 1 – I was bitten by a snake.  I need an antidote.  You will 
have to find one for me.

Camper 2 –  Maybe the rabbit could help.

Camper 3 – Lets go find him. 

Camper 2-you go ill watch camper 1

Scene 4 – Rabbit helps

(Camper 3 is yelling in the woods)

Camper 3 - HELLO! HELLO!  Rabbit where are you?

[Rabbit comes out of the woods.]

Rabbit – What’s wrong?

Camper 3 – Our friend camper 1 got bit by a snake.

Rabbit – Let me get my friends.  They can help you.

[Animals emerge: bear, squirrel, owl, etc.]

Owl – We saw how you helped our friend the rabbit.  We want to 
help you now.  How can we help you?  

Fox  
Bear  
Blue Jay 
Squirrel 
Sparkly tree 

Set Piece
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Camper 3 – A snake bit my friend.  We need an antidote.

Owl – What kind of snake was it?

Camper 3 – I don’t know.

Rabbit – Take us to your camp and we will talk it over.

Scene 5 – Back to Camp

[Camper 2 is tending to camper 1.]

Owl – Let me see the wound.

[Owl takes a look at wound…looks shocked.]

Owl – I’ve only seen this kind of bite once before. 

Camper 2 – Did the person survive?

Owl – Long pause.  We didn’t get the antidote in time.  

Camper 2 – What antidote?

Owl - This is a snakebite from a special snake called Golden 
Viper.  So rare, there’s only one left.

Camper 3 – How do we find the antidote?

Owl – The king of the forest has it.

Camper 2 – Who’s that?

Owl – The cat. 

[Animals cower in fear.]

Owl – You must go on a hard and long journey, but if you want 
your friend to survive, you must succeed.  Your first task is to 
seek out the Golden Fox.

Campers – How do we find the golden fox?

Owl – Follow the path [points in a direction].  Hurry before it’s too 
late.

Animals – We will stay with your friend.

Campers 2 and 3 – Thank you.

[Campers leave off stage.]

Scene 6 – Path

[Campers following path together.]

Camper 2- This woods is creepy.  I wish camper 1 was here.  He 
would know the way.

Camper3 – Well, we wouldn’t be here is camper1 hadn’t been 
bitten.

[Fox is at center stage, licking paw.]

Camper 2- Look, there he is.

Camper 3 – Are you sure that’s him? 

Fox – Who are you talking about?

Camper 2 – You I think.  Are you the golden fox?

Fox – (sarcasm) No, I’m the blue fox.  

Camper 3 – Okay, bye then.

Fox – Wait.  Just joking.  Have you ever heard of sarcasm?

Camper 2 – Well aren’t you a pleasant fox.

Camper 3 – Anyway, we were sent to you to find the antidote.

Fox – What antidote?

Camper 2 – The Golden Viper venom antidote.  Our friend was 
bitten.

Fox – I don’t know what you’re talking about, but I bet the blue 
jays would.  Seek them out.  They are in a magical tree that spar-
kles in the sunlight.

Camper 2 and 3 – Thanks.  Bye Fox.

[Leave.  Tree enters back of stage.]

Camper 2 – How in the worlds will we find a sparkly tree?

Camper 3 – Maybe we follow this glittery path.

Camper 2 – Oh, yeah.

[Follow path to tree and blue jays]

Girl Jay – (sings everything) Hello…How are you today?

Campers 3 – We’re searching for an antidote for golden viper’s 
venom.

Boy Jay – (sings everything) What in the world are you talking 
about?  There is no golden viper.  They’ve been extinct for years.

Camper 2 – The owl told us to…

Girl Jay – The owl speaks no truth.  Seek out the bear to find the 
truth.

Camper 3 – Bear?  Where do we find him?

Set Design Sketch
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Boy Jay – Follow the honey path…

Camper 2 – Where is the honey path?

Girls Jay – Watch out for the bees!

[Campers leave]

Scene 7 Back at Camp

[Cat peeks out and makes sure camper 1 is still dying.]

Cat – Thanks, Mr. Snake.  Your freedom will come once the 
camper dies.

Snake – You should free me now.  I did what you asked. You 
never said anything about –

[Cat controls snake]

Snake – Yes, little kitty.

Cat – King of the forest!

Snake – Yes, king of the forest.

Scene 8 Bear 

[Campers spot cave and find the bear fishing].

Camper 2 – Excuse me, do you know where we can find the 
antidote?

Bear – What antidote?

Camper 3 – The antidote for the golden viper.

Bear – Oh, so you seek Mittens, the king of the forest?

Campers – Yes, do you know where he is?

Bear - Mittens lives in a cave on the top of that mountain (points).

Camper 2 – Great.  Let’s get going.

Camper 3 – Wait.  Maybe we should bring the cat something.  As 
a gift for helping us.

Camper 2 – What do cats like?

Bear – I know this particular cat likes fish.

Camper 3 – Lets go fishing.

[Exit stage].

Scene 9 – Cat

[Cats looking over the mountain and sees them coming]

Cat – (to viper) Looks like they’re coming for the antidote.

Snake – Do I still get my freedom if they get the antidote?

Cat – Silence.

[Campers approach carrying a bucket.]

Cat – I suppose you came for the antidote.

Camper 2 – Yes.  Our friend needs the antidote.

Camper 3 – We brought this gift in return for the antidote.

Cat – A gift?  For me?  Let me see it.

[Campers give cat bucket.]

Cat – Fish?  My favorite.  No one has ever given me a gift before.  
[Cat tears up].  Take the antidote.  You’ve earned it.

[Campers get antidote.]

Final Scene

[Cat, snake, campers enter with antidote.  All other animals are 
around camper 1.  Upon seeing the cat, they cower in fear].

Cat – Don’t be afraid animals.  These campers have shown me 
the true meaning of generosity.  I will no longer be a mean lead-
er.  From now on, I’ll be nice.

[Campers give antidote to camper one].

All – Cheer!
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Faculty
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Faculty
Jan Hyatt, program coordinator
John Hyatt, program coordinator

Co-Motion
Emily Cicora, coordinator

Pre-K
Jill Hyatt, coordinator

Nate Youngblood, musical support (also pm players co-coordinator)
Emily Cherry, art (also pm players support)

Joyce Klasen, writing (also players creative writing)

Novices
Dan Winston, coordinator
Erin Gorman, instructor

DP Warner, art (also players/apprentice art)

Players
John Hyatt, co-coordinator

Betsy Sumerfield, co-coordinator, rhythm & dance
Richard Freysinger, vocal music (also apprentice coordinator)

Ryan Schoenberger, math & science (also pm player co-coordinator)
Evan Andrae, language arts (also apprentice writing, book designer, photographer)

Sarah Wolford, blue group rhythm and dance support (also apprentice drama)

Friends
Lynnea Lombardi, pre-k support
Maya Heuchert, pre-k support
Michael Horton, pre-k support

Emma Heuchert, novice support

Interns
Akeem Bridgeman, players am/pm

Andrew Sipple, players
Rachel Wallace, players

Ariel York, novices
Jessica Stickel, novices

Lucy Crozier, pre-k
Maya Jones, co-motion

Corey Weary, pre-k
Corey Razevich, pre-k

Brynya Bowden, nutrition
Veronica Lang, office
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Interns, Friends & Helpers
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1990 — 2014

Our Creating Landscapes working vocabulary is included in this glossary. This language is introduced in the co-motion, pre-kindergarten, 
and novice programs and reinforced throughout the players and apprentice programs. Common use of vocabulary helps our students 
make interdisciplinary connections. Overarching themes are intended to help them connect to the larger world. Landscapes themes 
have included: rhythm, patterns and cycles; darkness, light and shadow; collage; tapestry; natural wonders; transformation and change; 
balance; opposites; time, transitions; tension; energy; imagine; bugs; sound and shapes; patterns and puzzles; blue; ; circles; mystery; 
and in 2014, reflection.
 

A capella    to sing without accompaniment 

Accompaniment   the instrumental music or sounds that play along with or under the vocal music or dance 

Anticipate   to act in advance of ... 

Asymmetry  irregularity in form 

Attract   to draw by a force toward union 

Axial movement   movement around one's vertical axis 

Balance    stability of a body; equality in weight, amount, value, or importance between two things  

   or parts of a thing 

Bouncing  freely rebounding movement 

Bound    tight, constrained movement Breath support — to take a deep breath while using your 

   abdominal muscles 

Breath support  to take a deep breath while using your abdominal muscles

Center of gravity    the balancing point of an object or system 

Choreography    a detailed movement plan 

Chorus or refrain   a section of lyrics, which repeat 

Coda    a special ending of a song (this is a musical term for ending) 

Collapse   a percussive movement level change from high to low space 

Compressed   pressed together 

Concentrate   to collect or focus [one's thoughts, efforts etc.] 

Considerate   having or showing regard for others and their feelings; thoughtful 

Cooperate   to act or work together for a common goal 

Coordinate   location or place 

Coordinate Plane  a set of vertical and horizontal lines whose intersections define coordinates; example,  

   battleship (the game) 

Contour    a line that goes around the edge of something 

Crescendo   gradual increase in the volume of sound 

Decrescendo   gradual decrease in the volume of sound; diminuendo 

Density    the amount of matter in a volume 

Descant or obbligato  a type of musical harmony; an independent melody which can be sung alone or over the 

   top of the primary melody 

Downbeat   the strong, first, pulse in a phrase 

Diction    spit out the words or how we pronounce a word 

Downstage   towards the audience 

Dynamic equilibrium  a balance of opposite processes within an appearance of calm 

Vocabulary
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Dynamics   a change in energy, sound, movement; the relationship between two or more People 

Dynamic stillness  attentive physical focusing, without external movement 

Echo    an exact repetition of sound or movement rendered immediately 

Embouchure   everything from the neckline up used in singing 

Ending    a conclusion 

Ensemble   all together 

Entropy    disorder 

Essence   the most important element or the fundamental nature of a thing 

Flare    changing the angle of attack of the wing (center) in order to slow down and land safely 

Focus    concentrated attention that allows for greater observation of details 

Form    theparameters and/or applied structure within which feelings are expressed 

Free    relaxed and free-flowing movement 

General space   any space outside everyone’s personal space 

Horizontal line   goes left and right, like the floor 

Images    pictures that we see or create that can also represent ideas 

Inertia    the tendency   of   an   object   to   remain   at   rest if it is at rest or the tendency  of a  
   moving object to keep moving in the same direction 

Infinity    going on forever, always was and always will be 

Inspiration   where our ideas come from, whether experiences, feelings, or sensations 

Instrumental   allowing the instruments to play without singers 

Introduction   a preliminary part that leads up to the main part of a song, dance, and/or story/poem 

Irregular rhythms  a grouping of long and short pulses 

Improvisation    a general movement plan open to moment-by-moment inspirations 

Kinesphere   a personal movement space 

Legato    smooth and connected (sustained) 

Legs    vertical dividers on the side of a stage 

Locomotive  movement that travels through space 

Meeting    a sustained movement level change, from high to low space 

Metaphor   a direct comparison between two unlike things 

Migrate    to move from one place to another. example, birds migrate/fly south for the winter 

Motif   a recurring image, line, pulse 

Movement energies  bouncing/swinging, percussive, sustained, vibrating 

Movement score   general movement parameters that address elemental issues of time, space, and energy Opaque   

   the ability of a substance to absorb light 

Ostinato   a harmony line using a repeated pattern, sometimes using lower pitches 

Pattern    a repetition of a motif 

Percussive   sharp, quick, punctuated movement followed by stillness 

Per-bouncing  combination of percussive and bouncing and swinging energies

Personal space  a circle of space that surrounds each of us and that others do not generally enter 

Phrase    a group of words, notes, actions, vocal sounds, words or pulses that go together 

Pickup    the pulse before the downbeat 

Pitch control   identifying and singing the correct note 

Random   having no specific pattern, purpose, or objective
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Ratio    comparing two different things (example, the ratio of blue to red that makes purple; the     
   ratio of girls to boys 
Reflecting   1. Remembering and thinking about an event, feeling, or idea. 2. Bouncing a wave or  
   particle off a surface 
Regular rhythms   an even grouping of pulses 
Repel   to keep off or out; fail to mix together 
Resolution  the act or process of solving a problem or releasing tension 
Rondo    a form, which has a recurring, section, typically called “A.” Between recurrences of “A” are 
   different sections, which create a contrast in mood of perception: ABACADA 
Relationship   the effect or impact that one entity has with a second, unique entity (example, the 
   relationship between two points on the graph; the relationship between the individual and    
   the community is crucial; the relationship between math and art is beautiful). 
Round    a form of harmony, which is created when the melody is sung (or the phrase is danced) by 
   two or more groups starting at different times 
Sensation (senses)  hear, see, smell, taste, touch, kinesthetic 
Sequence   the way in which one thing follows another 
Simile   a comparison between two unlike things, using “like” or “as” 
Spiral    an unbroken curving line that encircles ever-larger (or smaller) circles 
Staccato   short and detached (percussive) 
Stage Left   to one’s left while facing audience 
Stage Right   to one’s right while facing audience 
Subtle    barely noticeable 
Sustained   smooth, continuous, fluid movement 
Swinging   pendular movement originating from a single joint 
Symmetry   regularity in form; correspondence in size, form, and arrangement of parts on opposite 
   sides of a plane, line, or point 
Syncopation   an unevenly accented rhythm 
Sy-vrating   combination of sustain and vibrating energies
Tempo    speed of a pulse 
Tension    stretching or building to a climax, causes you to feel anticipation, danger, discomfort,  
   stress. Releasing tension causes you to feel relief, release, and resolution. 
Timbre    the color or quality of a sound 
Time    Metered — measured by pulses 
   Durational — it takes as long as it takes 
Tone production    the creation of quality singing pitches 
Transformation   a change in the way you are, think, and feel 
Transition   the happening of change (when moving from one place/feeling to another) 
Translucent   the ability of a substance to allow some light to travel through it 
Transparent   the ability of a substance to allow light to travel through it 
Unison    all sing (or dance) the same melody (or phrase) at the same time 
Upstage   away from the audience 
Vertical Line   goes up and down, like a wall 
Vibrating   quick continuous movement 
Vi-bouncing  combination of vibrating and bouncing and swinging energies
Wing    space between and behind legs, usually on side of stage 
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Special Thanks To...
Allegheny College for facility and program support

Eleanor Weisman for hiring and supporting Allegheny Student Interns
Tim Cooper, Rebecca Wiler, Haley Lynch and Jim Sumerfield for facility support

Allegheny Printshop-Roxanne, Jeanette, and Mark for their cool heads in times of crisis 
Allegheny Post Office, Computing Services, Physical Plant, Financial Services, 

Development, Parkhurst Dining Services and McKinley’s Staff for supporting Creating Landscapes; Maura Matvey, 
our Allegheny Summer Conference liason

John Hyatt for recording and mixing our CD of student music 
Betsy Sumerfield and James Reedy for performance lights 

DP Warner, Ryan Schoenberger, and Joyce Klasen for arranging our exhibitions of art, science and writing 
Evan Andrae for photography, creating and editing book of student writing and for typing the program

Richard Cook and Terry Lahti; Ainsworth Pet Nutrition; Lisbet Searle-White- Handywoman Repair; Dana Hunter-
Yeager; Intellectual Properties Services Inc.; Rotary Club of Linesville; Kiwanis Club of Meadville; College/

Schools Collaborative; Jonathon Miller Design; Crawford Heritage Foundation; Meadville Forging Company; 
William and Rosemary Glavin; Robert and Joyce Klasen; Beth Watkins and Jim Bulman; Eleanor Weisman and 
Jay Hanes; HomeWorks Energy Solutions; J.E. Johnson; Greg Davis; Diane Lawson; Griffin Motors Company; 
The Robert L. Hyatt Family Fund; PNC Growing Up Great for scholarship fund support, along with contributors to:

The Godfather’s Fund: honoring/remembering Bob Hyatt
The Godmother’s Fund: honoring/remembering Debbie Gifford 

The Great Grandparents Fund: remembering Fay Fogleman, Peg Stratton, Ruth Lenahan, Deborah Aronson,
Lynn Brugh, Gertrude Weisman, Mildred Klasen and Julia Dec 

The Butterflies Fund: remembering Reed and Flynn Brady 
The 2004 Dance Studies Minors Alumni Fund 

Sundaes for Scholarships especially Fran Freysinger

Meadville Forging Company, Northwest Tri-County Intermediate Unit/Summer Food Service Program, Parkhurst 
Dining Services, for supporting our Food for Thought Breakfast, Snack, and Lunch Fund, and Brynya Bowden for 

providing us with healthy food 

Gifford family for Pre-K materials, and the Debbie Gifford Memorial Fund which provided supplies and fresh snacks for 
the Pre-K Program

Support for The Debbie Gifford Creating Landscapes PreK Scholarship Fund has come from: Holly Babcock; Baker 
family; Michael Barry & Susan Fenton; Kathleen & Arthur Bouslough; Marjorie Brant; Brugh family; CHAPS, 

Inc.; Kate & Emily Cherry; Janice Clark; Mark & Hannah Cosdon; Crawford County Children’s Advisory Council; 
Dauphin County Juvenile Probation; Thomas Darcangelo; FCV Railroad Historical Society; Feathers family; 
Forry family; Ganzfried family; Gifford family; Tom & Kathleen Hoffman; Carol and Richard Holmgren; Toni 

Hunter; Jan, Jill & John Hyatt; Donna Johnson; Kedzierski family; Marnie Kirkpatrick; Joyce Klassen; Lombardi 
family; Thomas Luerssen;Suzie & Marty Malone; Messiah Lutheran Church; Sondra Mika; Lynn & Denise Miller; 
Stephen Mizner;Jane Ellen Nickell; Elizabeth Nightengale; Joel & Patricia Oertly; Joel&Patricia Oertly; Elizabeth 
Ozorak; Gail Palko; Jason & Kristin Persing; Patty Peterson; Earl and Debbie Pifer; Polak family; Porter family; 
Jason Ramsey & Tiffany Hrach; Beth & Dan Rosenthal; Lisbet Searle-White; SCI Laurel Highlands Employees 

Association; Snyder family; Somerset HS/JH; The Arc of Crawford County; Doug & Diane Wagner; Beth Watkins 
& Jim Bulman; Weisman/Hanes family; Bill & Donna Wilkinson; Joyce & Willliam Winters; Thomas and Constance 

Youngblood

Creating Landscapes Summer, 2015 is likely to run from June 28 through July 17 however please confirm by checking 
our website after October 1, 2014: http://www.creatinglandscapes.org/summer 

Additional copies of the Book ($9 each) and CD ($7). To purchase one or both contact Jan Hyatt: 
jan@ creatinglandscapes.org
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Photograph by Bob Hyatt

Good-Bye My Friends
Good-bye my friends, good-bye my friends, good-bye my friends, good-bye
Good-bye my friends, good-bye my friends, we thank you all for coming
Come back another day, so we all can play
Good-bye my friends, good-bye my friends, good-bye my friends, good-bye

- by the Red Group ‘03


